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Music and Mark Making
LESSON OVERVIEW:
Students will explore the creation of abstract art using a variety of mark making methods inspired by music.

TIME AND DURATION: 1 hour suggested
• 5 minutes for demonstration and overview of project

MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES:
• Student will learn about abstract art
• Student will experiment with mark making techniques using a variety of mediums
• Student will create one or several abstract pieces based on music

CONNECTION TO THE BECHTLER COLLECTION:
Students will view works by artists in the Bechtler collection who created abstract work, focusing on the variety of marks used in each
piece. Artists to explore include Alfred Manessier, Sam Francis, Gustave Singier and Jean Tinguely. For more inspiration, students can
research Modern artist, Wassily Kandinsky, who often used music as a catalyst for his artwork.

Alfred Manessier

Gustave Singier

VOCABULARY AND DEFINITIONS:
• Modern Art – Usually associated with art in which the traditions of
the past have been thrown aside in a spirit of experiementation. The
movement roughly encompasses the time period from the late 1800s
to the late 1900s.
• Abstract – Art that does not attempt to represent external reality,
but seeks to achieve its effect using shapes, forms, colors, and
textures.
• Mark Making – A term used to describe the different lines, patterns,
and textures one creates in an artwork. It applies to any art
material(s) one uses on any surface(s), not only paint on canvas or
pencil on paper.
• Primary colors – The colors that can be used to make all other colors.
In pigment, primary colors are Red, yellow, and blue
• Secondary colors – The colors created when the primary colors are
mixed. In pigment, secondary colors are orange, green, and purple.
• Shape – An element of art that is a 2-D enclosed space whose
boundaries are created by other elements such as line or color.
• Line – A line is an identifiable path created by a point moving in
space. It is one-dimensional and can vary in width, direction, and
length. Lines often define the edges of a form. Lines can be
horizontal, vertical, or diagonal, straight or curved, thick or thin.
• Organic shapes and lines – Shapes and lines that contain curves.
• Geometric shapes and lines – Shapes and lines that contain straight
edges.

Example artwork

MATERIALS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stonehenge paper (or paper of choice)
Graphite pencils
Colored pencils
Crayons
Pastels
Watercolor palettes
Paintbrushes
Table covers
Variety playlist

Participant working with watercolor
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PROCEDURES:
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE:
• Students should have basic understanding of color
• Students should have basic understanding of line and shape

PROCESS:
• Have a playlist with different genres and time periods
of music ready before starting the lesson
• Begin with an introduction of the project with
examples of Bechtler collection artwork
• Discuss mark making in relation to rhythm and how
you can express the feel of the music through visuals
• Discuss color in relation to mood
• Give each participant multiple sheets of large and
small Stonehenge (or preferred paper) and examples
of different lines, shapes, and colors they can use to
express their emotions and music
• Students will have the option to create one small piece
per song or to create a large collaboration of songs on
a large piece of Stonehenge

Markmaking examples

Example artwork

• For the first portion of the project, students will start
with markers
• Starting the playlist, participants will create lines and
shapes that represent the music they are listening to.
As the songs change, participants can change colors
and create new patterns based on the music
• After experimenting with markers, students will then
switch to colored pencils, adding to their marker
drawing(s)
• For the third portion, participants will use pastels
• Repeating the process, students will add to their large
or small Stonehenge paper, moving to a new sheet
once it is filled up
• For the last portion, participants will use watercolor to
finalize each abstract piece, continuing to change style
to match the music
• Participants will end class with one or more abstract
pieces that focus on line, color, and shape.
• Conclude the lesson with a brief overview on mark
making and vocabulary, letting each student share
their work

Participants layering marker with colored pencil

Example mark making techniques

Jean Tinguely

Sam Francis

PROTIPS:
•
•
•
•

Be sure not to use marker on top of pastels; this will ruin your markers!
Having a few practice rounds to get warmed up will help students feel more comfortable when they begin working on their final
abstract pieces.
If you do not have all of the materials, use whatever supplies you have on hand. Mark making can be done with any writing
utensils you have.
There are no wrong ways to create art; be sure to focus on the process rather than the final product!

POPULATION + MODIFICATION:
The Bechtler has used this lesson with InReach participants, indivduals with early-stage dementia, seniors, and K-12 students. This lesson
can be modified for all skill levels and ages.

Wassily Kandinsky

